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Kewanee’s Famed “Cave Man”
Attorney Russell T. Neville Was an Internationally Renowned Photographer of Caves
Russell Trall Neville was born in Iowa in 1878,
the son of two former Burns Township residents who
then moved their family back to Illinois in the early
1880s, settling in Kewanee.

Neville soon developed an early love of adventure
and science.
He raced bicycles in and around Kewanee. He also
developed a reputation as a daring stunt rider, once
riding a race against the clock while peddling backward. While attending his first year at the University
of Illinois, he set a record for competitive walking.

Neville read various nature and science magazines,
and often ran ads seeking a variety of items such as
snakes and lizards. He was also a coin collector and
he similarly ran ads seeking to buy and sell coins.

But Neville fell in love with photography. As a
young boy, he built a camera from scratch. Neville
also worked as a “view man” in his teens, going from
town to town selling photos to anyone who would
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buy them. His passion led him to take
many photos of a
wide variety of people and other subjects
before heading off to
college in 1898. After studying natural
science at the University of Illinois for
a year, Neville returned home and
soon set up a photography business.
But by 1905, Neville gave up photography as a career, going into business. He became the
assistant secretary of the Kewanee Building & Loan
while working as an insurance agent for a number of
carriers and also serving as a justice of the peace.
At some point, Neville decided to pursue the practice of law. He read law and worked in the law office
of esteemed Kewanee attorney Charles K. Ladd. After Ladd’s death, Neville moved to the law office of
Blish & Lawson. Neville, having never attended law
school, was admitted to the Illinois bar in 1912.
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While Neville’s day job was practicing law, he
continued taking photographs – lots and lots of photographs – of a wide variety of people, places, and
things. Included among the subjects of his photos
were caves.
Two of Neville’s cousins had visited Mammoth
Cave in Kentucky in 1915, as did Neville himself.
When there, he took many cave photographs, one of
which was used by a Kentucky railroad in advertising matter.
Mammoth Cave - the longest cave in the world and the surrounding area in south-central Kentucky
was a popular vacation destination in the early part
of the 20th century. Some of the first of America’s
tourist attractions included Mammoth and other
caves in the area such as the New Entrance to Mammoth Cave, Great Onyx Cave, Great Crystal Cave,
Diamond Caverns, Mammoth Onyx Cave, and Hidden River Cave.
In 1922, Neville returned to Mammoth Cave and
the surrounding area with his daughter, Julia, a
Kewanee High School sophomore. It was one of
many caves Neville, Julia, and later Neville’s sister,
Hazel, toured, explored, and photographed over the
next two decades.
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In 1924, Neville, Julia, and Hazel met William
Floyd Collins (1887–1925), one of the most wellknown cave explorers of the Mammoth Cave region.
Collins was obsessive about caves and spent most of
his free time caving.
A cautious, private person, Collins nevertheless
came to trust Neville, and they became friends. Over
the next year, they spent considerable time together,
accessing areas of the region’s caves never previously
penetrated. Of course, Neville captured many of the
moments in photographs as well as in motion pictures.
Tragedy struck the next year. Collins was exploring a new area of a cave in January 1925. He became
trapped in a tight passageway when a 27-pound rock
dislodged and pinned his foot. Unable to reach the
rock in the tight space to remove it, Collins died.
The Neville family visited the area and the Collins
family in July and again the following year. While the
cave was not open, the owner allowed Neville to go
down the shaft to view the place where his good friend
died. (Neville said it was one of the most dangerous
things he ever did.) Many of Neville’s photographs of
the cave in which Collins died and of the surrounding
area circulated widely across the nation and around
the world.
Those and other photographs Neville took catapulted him to the forefront of caving photographers.
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His photographs were “recognized as the best of their
kind in existence,” as written in the book, EARLY PHOTOGRAPHY AT MAMMOTH CAVE.
Neville, Julia, and Hazel traveled all over the
United States, with Neville taking thousands of
thousands of photographs in states such New Mexico, Missouri, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, and Texas. Neville also took several thousand feet of motion picture film. His favorite caves
included Old Salts in Kentucky, Wyandotte Cave in
Indiana, and Onondaga Cave in Missouri.
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After visiting 150 or more caves and
traveling over 1,000 miles through them,
Neville began giving talks followed by a
showing of many of his photographs. Neville became known as “the Cave Man,”
and he gave his lecture, called IN THE CELLARS OF THE WORLD, 2,600 times (according
to his NEW YORK TIMES obituary).

Neville took many non-cave photos
which won awards and garnered him
additional fame, both in and outside of
Kewanee.
Russell Trall Neville died unexpectedly
in 1950. He left a legacy of which our
hometown should be proud.
Dean H. Snyder, president of American Spelean
History Association, an organization of cavers, i.e.,
cave explorers (they prefer the term “caver” over
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“spelunker” when describing themselves) shared
information about caving and Neville, and also
reviewed my article for accuracy. Dean arguably is
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the preeminent scholar of Neville, he has hundreds
of Neville photos and other memorabilia, and he is
planning a book on Neville. Thank you, Dean.
You can see more of Russell T. Neville’s
photographs on my Facebook page, Dusty Roads. ®


My story, “When Rain Turned to Sleet and
Made for Icy Streets,”at:

 My video, Kewanee’s 1921 Ice Storm,”at:
https://www.facebook.com/page/103160191
295142/search/?q=%22April%201921%20
Kewanee%20ice%20storm%22.
I’ll be sharing more of my - and Dean’s – Russell
T. Neville research in future articles and videos.

https://www.facebook.com/page/103160191
295142/search/?q=%22ice%20storm%22.
 My story, “Fred Machesney, Kewanee’s
First Pilotm,”at:
https://www.facebook.com/page/103160191
295142/search/?q=%22Fred%20Machesne
y%20inaccurate%22.
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